We study a two-dimensional electron gas exchanged-coupled to a system of classical magnetic ions. For large Rashba spin-orbit coupling a single electron can become self-trapped in a skyrmion spin texture self-induced in the magnetic ions system. This new quasiparticle carries electrical and topological charge as well as a large spin, and we named it as magnetic skyrmionic polaron. We study the range of parameters; temperature, exchange coupling, Rashba coupling and magnetic field, for which the magnetic skyrmionic polaron is the fundamental state in the system. The dynamics of this quasiparticle is studied using the collective coordinate approximation, and we obtain that in presence of an electric field the new quasiparticle shows, because the chirality of the skyrmion, a Hall effect. Finally we argue that the magnetic skyrmionic polarons can be found in large Rashba spin-orbit coupling semiconductors as GeMnTe.
In 1962 Skyrme introduced a model where particles as photons and neutrons show up as topological defects of fields of mesons.
1 These particles were named skyrmions and also appear as topological excitations in the continuum limit of the two-dimensional (2D) ferromagnetic Heisenberg model; the celebrated non-linear sigma model (NLSM),
Here n is the magnetization unit vector and ρ s is the spin stiffness. The NLSM is scale invariant and the energy of the skyrmion, 4πρ s , does not depend on its size or on a global spin rotation. 3 By extension, the term skyrmion is also used to name topological excitations of two component scalar field in 2D systems. In these cases extra terms added to the NLSM make the energy, shape and size of the skyrmions depend on the details of the Hamiltonian. Apart from nuclear physics 4 skyrmions appear in many brands of modern physics 4 as two-dimensional electron gas in the quantum Hall regime, 5, 6 liquid crystals, 7 Bose-Einstein condensates 8 and in the last years the study of skyrmions has convulsed the research of magnetic materials.
9-16
In 2D ferromagnetic systems, a magnetic skyrmion describes a localized spin texture, where in going from the core to the perimeter of the particle, the orientation of the spin full wraps the unit sphere. The topology of the skyrmion is characterized by a nonzero topological charge,
that indicates the number of times the unit sphere is wrapped by the magnetization n(r), when this covers the full real space. The topological character of the skyrmions protects them from continuous deformation into the uniform and conventional ferromagnetic state, conferring them a long lifetime. This protection, in addition with the experimental fact that skyrmions can be driven by low electrical current densities, 17 
32,34
In diluted magnetic semiconductors a single electron is able to create a ferromagnetic collective ground state of a large number of magnetic impurities. 35, 36 Also there is evidence 37-39 that a single electron can be self-trapped in a magnetic polaron. The question then arises is if a single electron with Rashba spin-orbit coupling can be self-trapped in a spin texture induced in a coupled system of magnetic ions. By combining analytical calculations and numerical computation, we find compelling evidence that the Rashba spin orbit coupling makes that a single electron creates and becomes self trapped in a skyrmion spin texture. We name this quasiparticle as magnetic skyrmionic polaron.
The Hamiltonian for electrons moving in the conduction band of a 2D semiconductor in the presence of a unit vector magnetization is
where σ x , σ y and σ z are the Pauli matrices and J is the exchange coupling constant that we consider positive. In the Hamiltonian we also have included a Zeeman field,b z , acting on the magnetic impurities. In Eq.2 m * is the effective mass and α the Rashba SOC.
Different trivial uniform states can surge from the coupling between the electron spin and the magnetic impurities. For J=b z =0, the energy of the electron is =h the SOC, the spin of a state with momentum k R (cos β, sin β), points in the direction < σ >= (− sin β, cos β, 0). Forb z =0 and finite coupling between the electron spin and the magnetic ions, J = 0, a single electron selects an in-plane magnetic orientation for the system of magnetic ions. We call this phase S ⊥ σ ⊥ , Figure 1 (b). For J =0 andb z = 0, n(r) polarizes along the z-direction and the electron spin orientation gets a component along the z-direction, canted phase S z σ c , until that for J>J c =h 2 k 2 R 2m * , both the electron spin and n(r) become polarized in the z-direction in a phase we call S z σ z , Figure 1 (c). In this work we study the transition, as function ofb z , between the S ⊥ σ ⊥ and the S z σ z phases and show that the electron can be self-trapped by a skyrmion induced in the coupled magnetic ion system, forming a magnetic skyrmionic polaron, Figure 1 
Effective spinless Hamiltonian. Here we consider a single electron en presence of a Q=1 skyrmion of the form, n(r) = (cos θ sin ξ(r), sin θ sin ξ(r), cos ξ(r))
where θ is the polar angle and ξ(r) is a continuous function satisfying ξ(r = 0)=π and ξ(r → ∞)=0, and we minimize the energy of the system withs respect the size of the skyrmion. We use an unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian which makes the spin quantization direction parallel to the direction of the magnetization n(r), [40] [41] [42] i.e.
e iθ/2 and u 2 =sin ξ(r) 2 e iθ/2 . We are interested in the zero density limit in which J is the largest energy in the system and we neglect electrons with spin locally antiparallel to the magnetization n(r). In this approximation we obtain the following Hamiltonian for spinless electrons,
The first two terms in H contain the coupling between the electron and the gauge vector potential and electrostatic potential generated by the spatial variation of the order parameter n(r), respectively. The third has its origin in the rotation of the Rashba term. The vector potential a(r) describes a topological magnetic field
that is proportional to the density of topological charge in the spin texture. The skyrmion profile is well modeled 43 as ξ(r)=π(1−r/λ) for r < λ and ξ(r)=0 for r > λ, that describes a smooth radial spin texture inside the skyrmion radius λ. For this profile,
for r<λ and zero elsewhere, then the second and third term of H describe a quantum dot of radius λ and potentialh
. The average topological magnetic field takes
λ 2 that implies a magnetic length =λ/ √ 2 smaller that than the dot radius and therefore an electron located on the skyrmion should have a zero point motion energȳ
Adding all contributions the energy of the system is,
Minimizing this equation with respect the radius of the skyrmion, we obtain that for small values of the Zeeman field, there is always a negative energy solution that corresponds to the self trapping of the electron in a self-induced skyrmion spin texture. Atb z =0 the radius of the skyrmion is λ ≈ , and decreases asb z increases.
We call this quasiparticle a magnetic skyrmionic polaron. This particle competes in energy with the non-topological states S ⊥ σ ⊥ , S z σ c and S z σ z . A typical phase diagram is shown in in Figure 1 (e). At large values ofb z and J all spins polarize in z-direction and the ground state is S z σ z , for large values ofb z but moderate values of J, the magnetic ions polarize in the z-direction, but the electron spin is canted, phase S z σ c . For large values of J and moderate values ofb z the electron self-traps in a magnetic skyrmionic polaron.
Atb z =0, the transition between the S z σ c and the magnetic polaronic phase occurs at J c .
The difference between J c -J c is the binding energy of the magnetic skyrmionic polaron at
The results obtained from the effective spinless Hamiltonian Eq.4, provide a physical insight of how an electron can be self-trapped in a skyrmion. In the following we perform tight-binding calculations in order to check the validity of the previous conclusions and also for studying a wider range of values of the exchange coupling J and obtain a more accurate description of the magnetic skyrmionic polarons. We consider a square lattice, first-neighbors hopping tight-binding Hamiltonian,
where c + i,σ creates an electron at site i with spin σ, t=h 2 /2m * a 2 , t R =α/2a, σ σ σ i =c + i,α σ σ σ α,β c i,β is the electron spin operator, S i is the impurity spin normalized to unity and δ=(±ax, ±aŷ)
,being a the lattice spacing. We consider a single electron in a supercell containing N × N sites and use periodic boundary conditions, so that the density of charge in the system (d) show the spin texture corresponding to a Q=1 skyrmion at b z =0.0005t, the other parameters the same than in (a). In (e) we plot the topological charge density for the same parameters than in (c). In (g)-(j) we plot the same magnitudes than in (c)-(f) for the case Q=2 and b z =0.0002t. is 1 N 2 a 2 . The Hamiltonian Eq.6 is solved self consistently in a process where after diagonalizing and obtaining the wave-function of the lowest energy state in presence of a spin texture, we recalculated the spin texture created by the expectation value of the electron spin operator and b z and then repeat the process until input and output coincide. Solving Eq.6, we obtain the electron energy and wave-function, as well that the orientation of the magnetic ions {S i }. For a given spin configuration the topological charge is obtained by following the prescription of Berg and Lusher. 45 We divide each basic unit square of the lattice into two triangles. The three spins at the corners of each triangle l define a signed area on the unit sphere A l , and the topological charge in the supecell is given by Q=1/4π l A l , where the sum runs over all triangles in the system.
By starting the self-consistent procedure with seeds corresponding to different spin textures, we obtain solutions with different topological charge in the unit cell. In the tight-binding calculation we do not impose any constrain to the size and shape of the skyrmions. In Figure 2 
where α G «1 is the phenomenological Gilbert damping constant and H i is the local effective field, written in energy units, that is derived form te Hamiltonian,
. In the previous equation we have not included a current-induced torque because although the spin texture is charged it is placed in an insulator materials. we obtain,
here M is the magnetic moment per unit area in the magnetic system, G=4πQ, D=π
and F is the so called generalized force acting on the skyrmion due to impurities, magnetic fields or boundary conditions. 15 Magnetic skyrmionic polarons are charged particles and therefore they also response to electromagnetic fields. In the case of an electric field E=(E x , 0), the skyrmion acquires a velocity,
The magnetic skyrmionic polaron steady velocity in the direction of the electric field is determined by the balance between electric field and damping. In the limit of vanishing damping the particle shows a Hall effect with V x =0 and V y =µE x , that defines a mobility We estimate the effect of the temperature on the existence of magnetic skyrmionic polarons in the mean field approximation. The effective magnetic filed acting on the normalized spin impurity S i is,
where <σ σ σ i > us the expectation value of the electron spin operator at site i. In the mean field approximation the free energy of classical spin S i is,
from which the expectation value of the spin impurity is
By solving self-consisting Eq.6, with the values of the ion spin S i replaced by < S i > , Eq.13, we obtain the temperature phase diagram for the occurrence of magnetic skyrmionic polarons. In this approximation we assume that the magnetic skyrmionic polaron binding energy os larger than the temperature and the only participating electron state is that with lowest energy. The main effect of temperature is the reduction of the expectation value of the classical spins, that results in an effective reduction of the Rashba spin orbit coupling in Eq.6. In Figure 4 we plot the phase diagram temperature-b z for the parame- In closing, in this paper we have shown, using analytical estimations and numerical calculations, that a single electron moving in a band with a strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling and coupled to magnetic ions can be self-trapped by forming a skyrmion spin texture. We have calculated the phase diagram for the existence of this magnetic skyrmionic polaron, as function of the exchange coupling, Rashba SOC, temperature and external magnetic field. Also, we have analyzed the dynamics of the skyrmionic polaron and found that in presence of an electric field, the skyrmion will show a Hall effect with a rather large mobility and drift velocity.
In this work we have studied a 2D semiconductor in the limit of very low electron density. For higher electron densities, a well-defined RKKY interaction between magnetic impurities should develop. In the presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling, this interaction should induce effective exchange and DM interactions between the ion spins. In this high-density regime, a phase diagram with a helical, ferromagnetic and skyrmion crystal phases, as that presented in ref., 32 is expected. In this high density regime, the skyrmions in the crystal phase should overlap strongly and the resulting electronic density should be slightly modulated with a small charge accumulation near the skyrmion core.
57
The existence of magnetic skyrmionic polaron requires a semiconductor with a large Rashba SOC and a large exchange coupling between the electron spin and the magnetic ions. Recently it has been reported soft X-ray ARPES on epitaxially grown thin films of Ge 1−x Mn x Te. 58 For a concentration x=5.4% of Mn, the measured band structure parameters are, m * =0.2, λ=3eVÅ, and J=0.11eV, that correspond to the following tightbinding parameters, t=0.53eV, t R =0.25eV and J=0.06eV obtained using a lattice constant a ∼ 6Å. 59 From these numbers, and comparing with the results presented in Figure 2 and 
